
Modern interpretation
of a true classic.   
Kolbe’s Old World Classic is the perfect window for 
projects dedicated to historic renovation. Designed with 
the precise architectural details of a window from an
earlier time, along with the most innovative technology 
of our own era, the Old World Classic wood double 

hung window combines the very best of two worlds.

To provide historical authenticity, a brass pulley
system, complete with brass chains and alloyed 
weights, allows the unit to operate with incred-
ible ease as a result of the proportionate balance
between the sash and weights. For added detail, 
ogee lugs that are integrated into the top sash stiles 
on the unit exterior are available as an option.

Improving upon windows of the past, the Old 
World Classic double hung offers superior energy 
efficiency, due to the 7/8" LoE2 insulating glass 
with argon gas, plus weatherstripping on the sash 
rails and stiles.

We have many options to further restore the beauty 
of your project, including custom wood species,
interior prefinishing, and numerous divided lite 
and glazing possibilities.

Offering the traditional details of windows from 
the distant past along with convenient operation 
and optimal energy efficiency, our Magnum Series 
Old World Classic double hung will restore the
classic elegance to any historic renovation project.
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Magnum Series
Old World Classic
STANDARD FEATURES:
➢  Constructed of pine with pine interior stops
➢  1-3/4" thick sash
➢  1-15/16" exterior brickmould trim
➢  All exterior wood parts are preservative-treated
➢  7/8" LoE2 insulating glass with argon gas*
➢  Glazed to the interior with wood glazing beads
➢  Bulb weatherstripping on the top, bottom, and check rails

of sash
➢  Dual pile weatherstripping attached to sash stiles 
➢  A proportionate balance between sash and alloyed weights

creates a one-to-one operating ratio
➢  Brass chains and pulleys
➢  Heavy-duty sash locks with a brass fi nish

OPTIONAL FEATURES:
➢ Single, double, or triple hung units
➢  Ogee lugs integrated into the top sash stiles on the unit

exterior to provide historical authenticity
➢  Other wood species including mahogany, oak, fi r, walnut, 

maple and cherry
➢  Heavy-duty sash locks in other fi nishes, including white, 

beige and clay
➢  Bottom sash lift handles with a brass fi nish, or in other

fi nishes including white, beige and clay
➢  K-Kron II high performance exterior coating in a wide

array of colors, including custom colors
➢  Interior prefi nishing
➢ Other glazing options standard to the industry
➢  Numerous divided lite options including performance

divided lites (PDL), grilles-in-the-airspace, cutlite, and
wood removable grilles

5118160-10M-1006-RP

NOTES:
 * Argon gas may not be included with units to be installed or shipped 

through high altitude areas.
    Ask your Kolbe dealer for more details about size availability and 

additional options.
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